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Abstract
This dissertation presents a generalized quantum chemical approach for electron transport
in molecular electronic devices based on Green’s function scattering theory. It allows to
describe both elastic and inelastic electron transport processes at first principles levels of
theory, and to treat devices with metal electrodes either chemically or physically bonded to
the molecules on equal footing. Special attention has been paid to understand the molecular length dependence of current-voltage characteristics of molecular junctions. Effects of
external electric fields have been taken into account non-perturbatively, allowing to treat
electrochemical gate-controlled single molecular field effect transistors for the first time.
Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy of molecular junctions has been simulated by including electron-vibration couplings. The calculated spectra are often in excellent agreement
with experiment, revealing detailed structure information about the molecule and the bonding between molecule and metal electrodes that are not accessible in the experiment.
An effective central insertion scheme (CIS) has been introduced to study electronic structures of nanomaterials at first principles levels. It takes advantage of the partial periodicity
of a system and uses the fact that long range interaction in a big system dies out quickly.
CIS method can save significant computational time without loss of accuracy and has been
successfully applied to calculate electronic structures of one- , two- , and three-dimensional
nanomaterials, such as sub-116 nm long conjugated polymers, sub-200nm long single-walled
carbon nanotubes, sub-60 base pairs DNA segments, nanodiamondoids of sub-7.3nm in
diameter and Si-nanoparticles of sub-6.5nm in diameter at the hybrid density functional
theory level. The largest system under investigation consists of 100,000 electrons. The formation of energy bands and quantum confinement effects in these nanostructures have been
revealed. Electron transport properties of polymers, SWCNTs and DNA have also been
calculated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The problems of chemistry and biology can be greatly helped if our ability to see
what we are doing, and to do things on an atomic level, is ultimately developed—
a development which I think cannot be avoided.
Richard Feynman

1.1

Molecular Electronics

Molecular electronics is the use of single molecule based devices or single molecular wires
to perform signal and information processing. Stemmed from the early seventies when A.
Aviram and M. Ratner studied the current-voltage characteristics of a molecular rectifier,1
molecular electronics has attracted numerous scientific works and enjoyed very fast and
successful developments. Considering the famous Moore’s law which states that the number
of transistors on a chip doubles every 18 months, it is expected technology will eventually
lead to a future of molecular electronics. It can be estimated that by using a transistor
based on molecules, one can place 10, 000 times more transistors than on the present chip.
Molecules have the capability of conducting and transferring energy between one another.
If this process can somehow be manipulated and controlled, it would be possible to make
functional devices of very small size to perform tasks required for information processing.
In recent years, many exciting technical breakthroughs in the field of molecular electronics
have been witnessed. A wide range of experimental techniques have been developed and
applied in making and characterizing components and devices.2, 3 Meanwhile, important
theoretical advances have made it possible to understand the underlying mechanisms of
electron transport in molecular devices.3–8 Owing to the huge success of solid state theory
11
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in semi-conductor physics, a great number of theoretical work on this subject has been
performed using solid state physics based approaches.9–13 Approaches in this field have
been realized in some software packages such as TranSIESTA,10 McDCAL,11 and Atomistix
Virtual NanoLab.12 Starting off from the assumption that charge transport properties of a
molecular device are dominated by the property of molecule-electrode contacts rather than
by the molecule itself,14–16 these softwares have been applied to many atomic and molecular
devices. Nevertheless, typical experimentally measured current-voltage (I-V) characteristics
for molecular devices17–19 reveal that although the magnitude of tunneling currents are much
dependent on the property of the molecule-electrode contacts, the shapes of I-V curves
are mainly governed by the scattering channels in the molecule itself, which is actually
very crucial for the performance of molecular devices. Furthermore, molecules can behave
differently from semi-conductors or metals.
Experience shows that quantum chemistry approaches have certain advantages over solid
state physics methods when it comes to deal with molecular or biological systems. One
of the key aspects in modeling the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of molecular junctions is to accurately describe the molecule-electrode interface. In this context, modern
quantum chemical methods, such as density-functional theory (DFT), have been proved
to be particularly accurate and useful, from which the field of molecular electronics have
greatly benefited. The Green’s function formulation developed by Mujica, Kemp and Ratner20 serves as a good starting point for quantum chemical based methods. It has been
combined with the semi-empirical and Hartree-Fock approaches to study the transmission
probability of molecular junctions.21 Similar attempts have also been made by Datta and
coworkers who could compute the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of different molecular devices at various computational levels.22, 23 Along this line, we have developed a much
simplified quantum chemical approach to study the electron transport process of molecular
devices,24–27 aiming to obtain the necessary understanding of the dominant physical and
chemical processes involved. Our quantum chemistry for molecular electronics (QCME) approach allows to apply different density functionals, in particular hybrid density-functionals.
The performance of this rather simplified approach is somewhat surprising. It has given accurate I-V characteristics of many molecular systems, and made realistic predictions about
effects of chemical and physical modifications on the electron transport in molecular junctions. Furthermore, an extension of the generalized quantum chemical approach to include
gate fields has been achieved, enabling us to treat electrochemical gate-controlled single
molecular field transistors.
One of the exciting recent developments in molecular electronics is the application of inelastic
electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) to molecular junctions.28–31 The measured spectra
show well-resolved vibronic features corresponding to certain vibrational normal modes of
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the molecule. The IETS not only helps to understand the vibronic coupling between the
charge carriers and nuclear motion of a molecule, but also provides a powerful tool to detect
the geometrical structures of molecular electronic devices. In fact, the importance of the
IETS for the molecular electronic devices can not be overstated, since the lack of suitable
tools to identify the molecular and contact structures has hampered the progress of the field
for many years.32 In this thesis, a first-principles computational method based on hybrid
density functional theory is developed to simulate the inelastic electron tunneling process
of realistic molecular junctions. The simulated spectra are in general in excellent agreement
with the experimental ones.33, 34 Theoretical simulations are extremely useful for assigning
the experimental spectra and to reveal much detailed information that is not accessible in
the experiments. For instance, the conformation of the molecules inside the junction and
the metal-molecule bonding distance. Moreover, vibrational spatial distribution has also
been provided.

1.2

Central Insertion Scheme

Since nanotechnology was envisioned in the 1980’s as the art of manipulating matter at the
atomic level, it rapidly became a growing interdisciplinary research area. Nanomaterials
can provide opportunities for new levels of sensing, manipulation, and control. At the nanoscale, devices can lead to dramatically enhanced performance, sensitivity, and reliability.
Due to the confinement of electrons in a finite region, some unique physical and chemical
properties that can not be observed in bulk materials, can be expected in nanomaterials.
Until now, the utilization and understanding of those unique properties are very limited
due to the lack of knowledge of electronic structure of nanomaterials. Especially, theoretical
simulations of nanomaterials are heavily hampered by the great difficulties caused by their
size. These nano-sized systems are qualitatively different from the bulk material, suffering
the breakdown of periodic boundary conditions, implying that the traditional solid physics
approaches are incapable of studying them. Also, due to the vast number of atoms involved
in these structures, the computational cost of traditional quantum chemistry methods remains far too large. It is known that most ab initio or first principles methods have O(N 3 )
or worse scaling behavior, which make them almost impossible to use for large nanosystems.
Over the years, different approaches, such as semi-empirical,35, 36 ab initio tight-binding,37–42
and “integrated” methods,43–46 have been developed to study nano-sized systems, but all
suffer from a relatively low level of accuracy.
A very promising way of modeling nanomaterials at the first principles levels is the linear
scaling technique. The first proposal of a linear scaling approach was made by Yang47, 48 as
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a “divide-and-conquer” scheme, which employed the fragment-based idea of performing conventional quantum chemical calculations for fragments of a large molecule, and constructing
the properties of the whole molecule in certain ways. In this category, many fragment-based
approaches have been proposed in recent years.49–58 Using the basic idea of the “divide-andconquer” scheme, we have developed a central insertion scheme (CIS)24, 59 in conjunction
with modern quantum chemical density functional theory calculations to treat very large
nano-scale periodic systems effectively. Comparing to traditional quantum chemistry methods, our CIS approach provides results with the same high accuracy but only a fraction of
computational time. The CIS method is based on simple fact that for a sufficiently large
finite periodic system, the interaction between different units in the middle of the system
should be converged, and consequently those units in the middle become identical. It is thus
possible to elongate the initial system by adding the identical units in the central part of
the system continuously. It saves tremendous amount of computational time by eliminating
unnecessary self-consistent field (SCF) cycles.
Among many nanomaterials, conjugated polymer, carbon-based materials and DNA segments are probably the most studied ones in the last decade, owing to their great physical
and chemical properties, as well as their potential use in molecular electronics. The CIS
approach has thus been applied to calculate electronic structures and transport properties of these nanosystems. It is worth while to mention that the largest one-dimensional
nanosystem calculated by the CIS approach is a 200 nm long single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT), which contains 16170 carbon atoms or 97000 electrons. This method is also
capable of dealing with three-dimensional systems, one example is the hydrogen terminated
diamond clusters (diamondoids). The largest diamondoid treated by the CIS approach consists of 21000 carbon atoms and 125000 electrons. These are probably the largest systems
that have ever been calculated at first principles levels. A combination of CIS and QCME
has enabled us to study electron transport properties of conjugated polymer junctions. It
is found that for a 18nm long conjugate polymer, elastic electron tunneling still plays the
dominant role. Some interesting physical and chemical phenomena have also observed for
the first time. For instance, the unexpected long periodic oscillation of the energy gap with
respect to the length of a single-walled carbon nanotube, and the size limit of quantum
confinement effects in nano-diamondoids.

Chapter 2
Elastic Scattering Theory
Electron transport in molecular devices can be described by electron scattering theory.
Considering a simplest system of two electron reservoirs connected by a molecule, under the
external bias, electrons in the source electrode will be driven to the drain electrodes. The
whole process is dominated by electrons scattering through different scattering channels,
that is the molecular orbitals in the molecule.

2.1

General Theory

A typical molecular junction with a molecule (M) sandwiched between two electron reservoirs, the source (S) and the drain (D), is shown in Figure 2.1.
The system can be described by the Schrödinger Equation.
H | Ψη i = ε η | Ψη i

Figure 2.1: Schematic draw of a molecular junction
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where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, and can be written in a matrix format as
 SS

H
US M US D
H =  U MS HMM U MD 
(2.2)
DS
DM
DD
U
U
H
where H SS,DD,M M are the Hamiltonian of subsystems S, D and M, respectively. U is the
interaction between or among subsystems. With the same principle, the eigenstate Ψη at
energy level εη can be partitioned into three parts:
| Ψη i = | Ψη,S i+ | Ψη,M i+ | Ψη,D i
JN X
JN
X η,S
X
X
η,J
η,S
S
J
|Ψ i =
ai | φi i =
(
ai | φi i) =
| J ηi
|Ψ

η,M

i =

| Ψη,D i =

X

aη,M
i

X

aη,D
| φD
i i =
i

|

φM
i i

=

i
J
K
N
XX

(

K
L
N
X
L

J

aη,K
i

|

φK
i i)

=

i

(

X

aη,L
| φLi i) =
i

i

KN
X

K
L
N
X

| Kηi

| Lη i

(2.3)

L

where ΨS,D,M and φS,D,M
are the wavefunction and basis function of subsystems S, D and
i
M, respectively. Here J, K, and L runs over the atomic sites in the molecule.
The interaction at energy level εη can be written as
X
X
Uη =
VJK | J η ihK η | +
VKJ | K η ihJ η |
J,K

X

+

K,J

VK ′ L | K ′η ihLη | +

K ′ ,L

+

X

+

VLK ′ | Lη ihK ′η |

L,K ′

VJ ′ J | J ′η ihJ η | +

X

VLL′ | Lη ihL′η |

L,L′

J ′ ,J

X

X

VJL | J η ihLη | +

J,L

X

VLJ | Lη ihJ η |

(2.4)

L,J

where VAB represents the coupling energy between the layer sites A and B, which can be
calculate analytically with quantum chemistry methods using the following expression:
VAB =

OCC
X
ν

ν

ν

hA | H | B i =

OCC
X
ν

X

aνAi aνBi hφAi | H | φBi i

(2.5)

Ai ,Bi

where hφAi | H | φBi i = FAi ,Bi is the interaction energy between two atomic basis functions.
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Based on elastic-scattering Green’s function theory, the transition operator is defined as
T = U + UGU

(2.6)

G(z) = (z − H)−1

(2.7)

where G is the Green’s function,

P
For an electron scattering from the initial sites
| ξi i of reservoirs S to the final sites
P ′
| ξm i of reservoirs D (where i and j runs over the atomic site of the source and the drain
electrode, respectively), the the transition matrix element at energy level εη will be
Tξη′ ξ =

X

′
hξm
| U | ξi i +

i,m

X

′
hξm
| UGU | ξi i

(2.8)

i,m

Thus, substituting U η of Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.8) and taking into account the factor that
there is no direct coupling between two reservoirs, we obtain
Tξη′ ξ =

XX

η
′ K ′ g ′ VKξ
Vξm
i
KK

i,m K,K ′

+

X X

η
′ Lg
Vξm
LK VKξi

′ ,K
i,m L6=ξm

+

X X

η
′ K ′ g ′ VJξ
Vξm
i
K J

(2.9)

i,m K ′ ,J6=ξi

η
where gK
′ K is the carrier-conduction contribution from the scattering channel εη , which can
be expressed as

1
| Kηi
z−H
1
= hK ′η |
| Ψη ihΨη | K η i
z−H
hK ′η | Ψη ihΨη | K η i
=
z − εη

η
gK
= hK ′η |
′K

(2.10)

where parameter z in the Green’s function is a complex variable, z = Ei + iΓi , and Ei
is the energy at which the scattering process is observed. Due to the energy conservation
rule, the incoming and outgoing electrons should have the same energy, i.e. belong to the
same orbital. Assuming an elastic scattering process, Ei equals the energy of the tunneling
electron when it enters the scattering region from the reservoir S, as well as the energy at
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which the electron is collected at time +∞ by the reservoir D. 1/Γi is the escape rate,
which is determined by the Fermi Golden rule
ΓηK ′K = πnS (Ef )Vξ2′ K ′ | hK ′η | Ψη i |2
2
+πnD (Ef )VKξ
| hΨη | K η i |2

(2.11)

where nS (Ef ) and nD (Ef ) are the density of states (DOS) of the source and the drain at
the Fermi level Ef , respectively. Hence we get
hK ′η | Ψη ihΨη | K η i
(Ei − εη ) + iΓη

η
gK
=
′K

(2.12)

From calculations based on the local density approximation (LDA),60, 61 it is known that
the metal atomic orbital is much more localized than the molecular counterparts. So that
hLη | Ψη ihΨη | K η i and hK ′η | Ψη ihΨη | J η i should be quite small. Therefore the terms
η
η
including gLK
and gK
′ J in Eq. (2.9) can be neglected, which is supported by the numerical
calculations for the real molecular devices as discussed later. Actually, the localized properties of the metal orbitals is reflected by the fact that the potential of metal-molecule-metal
configuration drops mostly at the metal-molecule interface.15 The transition probability can
finally be written as
X XX
η
2
′ K ′ g ′ VKξ )|
T = |
(
(2.13)
Vξm
i
KK
η

i,m K,K ′

Electric current through a molecular wire can be computed by integrating the transition
probability over all energy states in the reservoir. We assume that the molecule is aligned
along the z direction, which is also the direction of current transport. In the effective mass
approximation, energy states in the conduction band of the reservoir can be expressed as
the summation, E = Ex,y + Ez + Ec , where Ec is the condition band edge and is used as
energy reference. It is assumed that the parabolic dispersion relation for the energy states
in metal holds. The electrons in the reservoir are assumed to be all in equilibrium at a
temperature T and Fermi level Ef . When an applied voltage V is introduced, the tunneling
current density from source (S) to drain (D) is20, 25, 26, 62
2πe X X
′
iSD =
[f (Ex,y + Ezl − eV ) − f (Ex,y + Ezl )]
h̄ E
l
l′
x,y

Ez ,Ez
′

×Tl′ l δ(Ezl − Ezl )

(2.14)

where f (E) is the Fermi distribution function,
f (E) =

1
e[(E−Ef )/kB T]

+1

,
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Here kB is the Boltzmann constant and Tl′ l is the transition probability describing the
scattering process from the initial state | li to the final state | l′ i, and this transition
′
probability is a function of the quantized injection energies along the z axis, Ezl and Ezl .
The one-dimensional model is often chosen to describe the metal electrodes. However, the
metal electrodes can have different dimensionalities. It was shown that the current through
a molecular device depends much on the dimensionality of the metal electrodes used.25, 26
Depending on the dimensionality of the electrodes, different working formula for the current
can be derived.25, 26
When the electrode is made of an atomic wire, it can be treated as an one-dimensional
electron system. The current density through the molecular junction can be simplified to
2πe X
′
′
[f (E l − eV ) − f (E l )]Tl′ l δ(E l − E l )
h̄ l,l′
Z
2πe ∞
=
[f (E − eV ) − f (E)]Tl′ l nS (E)nD (E)dE
h̄ 0

i1D =

(2.15)
where nS (E) and nD (E) are the density of states (DOS) of the source and the drain, respectively.
When the metal contact has the character of a two-dimensional electron system, for instance,
a metal film, and if the energy in the x direction forms a continuous spectrum, the current
density should be expressed as
Z Z
2πe ∞ ∞
′
i2D =
[f (Ex + Ezl − eV ) − f (Ex + Ezl )]
h̄ 0
0
×ρ1D (Ex )dEx Tl′ l nS1D (Ez )nD
(2.16)
1D (Ez )dEz
where ρ1D (Ex ) is the density of states per length per electron volt of the source.
When energy distributions in both x and y directions are continuous, the current density
can be evaluated by
Z
em∗ kB T ∞
Tl′ l nS1D (Ez )nD
i3D =
1D (Ez )dEz
3
2πh̄
0
×[ln(1 + e

Ef +eV −Ez
kB T

) − ln(1 + e

Ef −Ez
kB T

)]

(2.17)

where m∗ is the electron mass.
For one-dimensional electron systems, the current through a molecular junction can be
computed by the relationship: I 1D = i1D . The current for a two-dimensional electron system
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follows I 2D = r2s i2D , where r2s is the effective injection length of the transmitting electron
2
and determined by the density of electrons N2D ≈ 1/(πr2D
), which itself can be calculated
∗
2
as N2D = (4πm Ef )/h . For a three-dimensional system, the total conduction current is
I3D = Ai3D , where A is the effective injection area of the transmitting electron from the
metal electrode, determined by the density of electronic states of the bulk metal. We have
2
assumed that the effective injection area A ≈ πr3s
, where r3s is defined as the radius of a
sphere whose volume is equal to the volume per conduction electron, r3s = (3/4πN3D )1/3 .
N3D = (2m∗ Ef )3/2 /(3h̄3 π 2 ) is here the density of electronic states of the bulk metal. By
introducing the effective injection area, we have removed the complications related to the
calculations of the self-energy.20 The conductance g is obtained by
g=

∂I
∂V

(2.18)

The utilization of the field effect in modulating the performance of a molecular electronic
device would be a significant step toward making large-scale integrated molecule-based circuits, considering the important role that three-terminal field effect transistors (FETs) has
played in semiconductor industry. It has been reported both in experimental and theoretical
studies that weak gate effects can be obtained by applying electric fields on the phenylenebased conjugated molecular devices through conventional silicon-oxides gates.63, 64 However,
in general the standard semi-conductor-like gate configuration can not lead to large gain in
current for a single molecular transistor. A new approach that uses an electrochemical gate
to control the conductance of a single molecular transistor has been developed by Tao and his
coworkers.65, 66 It was demonstrated that the current through the molecule can be reversibly
controlled with a gate electrode over nearly 3 orders of magnitude at room temperature.
Many theoretical works have been devoted to the modeling of molecular FETs64, 67–70 using
the capacitor model. However, the large gain observed in FET of electrochemical gates can
normally not be expected from these conventional theoretical models.67–70 Therefore, starting from a different point of view, we developed a theoretical approach71 for single molecular
FET devices controlled by electro-chemical gates. In this case, the gate effects are treated
as dipole interactions between the molecule and the external electric fields. It is noted that
such an approach does not take into account the charging effect, and can thus not be used
for FETs with conventional silicon-oxides gates.
A standard FET transistor is shown in Figure 2.2 (a), in which the gate effect is induced
by an external electric bias. It is known in semiconductor transport theory that the gate
modulates the current by controlling the channel charge through its electrostatic potential.
In such a model, a uniform movement of the conducting band is induced by the the external
gate voltage eVg . However, unlike the traditional semiconductor device which holds a uniform spatial distribution of the electrons, a molecular system has discrete molecular orbitals
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagrams for a standard setup of a molecular field effect transistor
(a), and for energy distributions (b), where it shows that the gate voltage Vg controls the
current I by controlling the molecular orbitals.

and its wavefunction often cannot cover the entire molecule. Thus different gate effects
would be expected for different orbitals, depending on the character of the wavefunction
distribution. By drawing a schematic energy diagram of a molecular FET device in Figure
2.2 (b), we show that the HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) and LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) can be affected by the gate voltage differently. Since
the occupied and unoccupied orbitals have different energy shifting under an electric field,
the interaction between molecule and external gate voltage should be taken into account
non-perturbatively.
In general, under an external electric field, the total Hamiltonian of the system can be
divided into two parts:
H = H0 + H ′

(2.19)

where H0 represents the Hamiltonian of the system without field. And H ′ is the interaction
Hamiltonian between electrons in the molecular junctions and the external electric fields,
which can be approximated to be
~
H ′ = e~r · E

(2.20)

~ is the electric field at the position of ~r. The
~r is the position operator of the electron and E
electric field is extracted from both the source-drain voltage and the third gate voltage. If
conventional Gaussian basis sets are employed, the matrix elements of the modification part
′
for Hamiltonian (Hi,j
) is described as
′
~ ji
Hi,j
= hφi |~r · E|φ

(2.21)
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where φi and φj are the Gaussian basis function employed to describe all the molecular
sites. Especially, for the cases with uniform electric field distribution inside the molecular
′
systems, Hi,j
can easily be deduced out with the dipole length integrals:
′
~ i |~r|φj i
Hi,j
= Ehφ

(2.22)

With this newly well-defined Hamiltonian, the Schrödinger equation can be solved nonperturbatively, giving the field-dependent wavefunctions, orbital energies, and coupling constants. Thereby the current-voltage characteristics of the FET device can be explored the
same way as described above.

2.2

2.2.1

Simulation of Electronic Transport in Molecular
Devices
Quantum Chemistry for Molecular Electronics

Our theoretical approach has been implemented into a portable program, named QCME
(Quantum Chemistry for Molecular Electronics).72 The package can be easily applied to
different systems, small or large. And can be interfaced with any existing quantum chemistry packages of desired computational methods. The flow chart of the code is shown in
Figure 2.3. The steps involved are: modeling device configuration (defining the electrodes
and the scattering region of the system), calculating the electronic structures at a desired
computational level (DFT or Hartree-Fock) using quantum chemistry approaches, acquiring
orbitals and overlap matrix, calculating coupling intensity between contacts and molecule,
computing transition matrix, determining the dimensionality of the metal contacts, obtaining I-V characteristics through integrating the conductance spectrum over the energy regime
accessible in a certain potential.

2.2.2

Modeling of Molecular Devices

A typical molecular device with the gold-octanedithiol-gold junction is shown in Figure 2.4
(A). Normally, the electrode can be modeled as layers of metal atoms,60, 61 labeled as J2 (L2 ),
..., JN (LN ) in Figure 2.4 (A). From Eq. (2.13), one can find that the electrodes contribute
′ K ′ ), i.e. the coupling
to the transition probability through the interaction energy VKξi (Vξm
′
between molecular atomic site K (K) and electrode layer site ξi (ξm ), which runs over J1
(L1 ), J2 (L2 ), ..., JN (LN ). In general, the interaction energy decreases exponentially with
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Figure 2.3: Flow chart of QCME code.
increase of the distance between sites. Our numerical calculations of a real molecular device
show that VKJ1 (VL1 K ′ ) is always much larger than VKJ2 (VL2 K ′ ). Therefore, it might be
reasonable to assume that metal layers not being connected to the molecule contribute little
to the electron tunneling process.
In addition, numerical calculations prove that the wavefunctions of metal atoms are largely
localized, i.e., removing of a certain metal layer would not change the local wavefunctions of
its neighboring metal layers.73 Periodic calculations for benzenedithiol molecule adsorbed
on Au(111) surface have shown that the electronic density of the electrode close to the
Fermi energy level is mostly localized on the first metal layer connected to the molecule,74
as demonstrated in Figure 2.5. Therefore, the use of small gold cluster to describe the
interaction between molecule and electrode might be a reasonable approximation. In most
of the studies presented in this thesis, the extended molecular model, which contains the
molecule and small gold clusters that resemble the Au(111) surface,21 has also been adopted.
The remaining part of the electrodes is described by an effective mass approximation (EMA).
The extended molecule is then in the equilibrium with the source and the drain through
the line up of their effective Fermi levels. With the known Fermi energy, one can easily
obtain the density of the states of the electrodes with the effective mass approximation.
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Figure 2.4: Structures with full electrode model (A) and three-gold clusters model (B) of
the gold-benzene-gold junction.

This method is quite general and is not limited by the size of the system.

2.2.3

Conducting Channel of Bare and Extended Molecules

As mentioned above, the incoming and outgoing electrons in molecular devices are scattering
through the same molecular orbital. Electrons in the source electrode will be driven to the
drain electrodes by the external electric bias. At the electrode-molecule conjunctions, if the
incoming electron holds energy equal to the energy of a certain molecular orbital, the electron
will be scattered through that orbital. Therefore, molecular orbitals serve as the conducting

Figure 2.5: (A) Benzene molecule connected to a 3×3 surface unit cell of Au (111); (B)
calculated electronic density of the molecular orbital close to the Fermi level.
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channel in the electron transport process. The characters of the molecular orbitals thus
determine the shape of the I-V characteristics of the molecular devices. In this context, the
knowledge of the energy structure of a molecular device is very crucial to understand the
electron transport mechanism.
In order to take into account the interaction between molecule and electrodes, an extended
molecule, which consists of the bare molecule and metal clusters, is always needed. In
this section, we will discuss orbitals of bare and extended molecules. Bonding schemes for
two molecules bridged between two gold surfaces calculated at the hybrid DFT level are
illustrated in Figure 2.6, where only the outermost orbitals are presented. These bonding
pictures can be explained by the Dewar, Chatt and Duncanson (DCD) model.75, 76 In this
model, the interaction between molecule and metal electrodes is viewed as the donation of
a charge from the HOMO of the molecule to the metal and as back donation from the filled
metal states into the LUMO of the molecule. This can be verified from an analysis of the
orbital symmetry for the bare and extend molecules. In Figure 2.6 (A), the LUMO (HOMO)
of the bare molecule were labeled as LUMO-b (HOMO-b), while that of the gold surfaces
were labeled as -Au. It is found the LUMO-b of C6 H4 S2 with π symmetry interacted with the
HOMO-Au and formed the HOMO and LUMO for the extended molecule Au3 − C6 H4 S2 −
Au3 , which also holds the π symmetry. Meanwhile, the HOMO-b of C6 H4 S2 coupled with
LUMO-Au build the LUMO+1 and HOMO-1 orbitals. Similar bonding formations have
been observed for all orbitals of Au3 − C6 H4 S2 − Au3 and Au3 − C8 H8 S2 − Au3 .
From Eq. (2.12) and (2.13), one can see that the larger the projection of the molecular
site K η in the eigenstate Ψη , the larger the transport probability for that site. Thus it is
expected that in order to contribute significantly to electron conduction, the orbitals must be
delocalized so that the wavefunctions of the orbitals extend over all the sites of the molecule,
i.e., having a large value of hΨη | K η i. Since the end molecular sites in connection with the
contact often has the strongest coupling with the contact, the projection of the end sites 1
and N can represent the conducting ability of the molecular orbital. Numerical calculations
indicated that the LUMO+1 for the extended molecule Au3 −C6 H4 S2 −Au3 has the strongest
conducting ability in the outermost orbitals,25 and that this LUMO+1 origins from the
HOMO of the bare molecule. Also, HOMO-b in the bare molecule C8 H8 S2 build unoccupied
orbitals in the extended molecules by interacting with gold surfaces, which conduct electrons.
For both molecules, the HOMO of the bare molecule is the most conductive channel.

2.2.4

Application

In this section, we present our calculated results on several molecular junctions and field
effect transistors that have been fabricated and measured by different experimental groups.
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Figure 2.6: Bonding scheme for molecular adsorption on gold surfaces. (A) Benzene-1,4dithiol, (B) α,α′ -xylyl dithiol.

Geometry optimization and electronic structure calculations for the extended molecular
systems have been done with Gaussian 03 program.77 The CIS method at the hybrid
density functional theory (DFT) B3LYP78 level and all electron transport properties are
computed using the QCME code.72

I-V Characteristics
The metal-benzene-1,4-dithiol-metal system (shown in Figure 2.4) has served as the model
system in numerous experimental and theoretical studies in the field of molecular electronics.
Here, we have also tested our approach on this famous system.24 Experimentally measured
I-V characteristics of this device have been reported by two groups. In 1997, Reed’s group
manufactured gold-benzene-1,4-dithiol-gold17 and reported clear I-V curves, as shown in
Figure 2.7 (A). Very recently, an experimental study for this system was also performed
by Xiao et al.79 Their measured I-V curve is shown in Figure 2.7 (B). The obtained in
the latter experiment current is about two orders of magnitude larger than that of the
previous one. In general, the solid state physics approaches overestimate the current by
order of magnitudes,9, 16 which probably is caused by the significant difference between
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Figure 2.7: Experimentally (A)17 and (B)79 measured current and conductance as a function
of external bias in benzene-1,4-dithiolate molecular device. (A.1) and (B.1) show theoretically computed results for molecular junctions with Au-S bond length set to 2.984 Å and
2.788 Å, respectively.

theoretical and experimental geometries.80, 81 The big difference between two experiments
can also be attributed to the different metal-molecule bonding configurations involved. In
the experiment of Reed et al.,17 the molecular junction is formed by pushing the metal
electrodes together to allow the molecule being connected with them, while the molecular
junction of Xiao et al.79 is fabricated by pulling a gold STM tip out of the gold substrate.
Both pushing and pulling processes were stopped once the bonding between the gold and the
thiol-end group was established. Therefore, one can expect that the Au-S bond distance in
the molecular junction of Reed et al. should be longer than that in the device of Xiao et al.,
while the optimized geometry sits in between. With the optimized Au-S bond distance as
R(Aus − S)=2.32Å (from the sulfur atom to the surface of electrode), our calculated current
is found to be indeed in the middle of the two experimental results,24 which is bout 10 times
bigger than the result of Reed et al..,17 and 10 times smaller than that of Xiao et al.79
Therefore, it seems to be possible to reproduce both experiments if an appropriate bonding
situation is found. Setting R(Aus − S)=2.48Å, I-V and S-V curves have been computed
and plotted in Figure 2.7 (A.1), these fit Reed’s results very well. Also, good agreement
to Xiao’s results could be obtained if AU-S bonds were fixed to be R(Aus − S)=2.24Å, as
shown in Figure 2.7 (B.1). It is also noted that the shape of the calculated I-V curves fit
quite well with the experimental result of Reed et al.17
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Length Dependence
The relationship between conductance and molecular length is one of the most important
parameters in describing the performance of the molecular devices. The general consensus
is that the coherent current decreases exponentially with the increase of the molecular
length following the relationship, I = I0 exp(−βd), where β is the electron tunneling decay
rate. Length dependence studies have been performed on two interesting molecular systems,
alkanmonothiol(H(CH2 )n S) and alkanedithiol (S(CH2 )n S), in many experiments.82–85 It was
found that for alkanmonothiol the β value is in the region of 0.6 to 0.94 Å−1 ,82–85 while for
alkanedithiol, the acquired decay rate is significantly smaller than that for alkanemonothiol
junctions.86, 87
With the extended molecule model shown in Figure 2.8, we have computed the I-V curves of a
series of alkane molecular junctions: metal-alkanedithiol-metal (gold-[S(CH2 )n S]-gold, n=814) and metal-alkanemonothiol-metal (gold-[H(CH2 )n S]-gold, n=8-14).26 The calculated
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of two alkanemonothiol junctions: Au3 -H(CH2 )8 S-Au3
and Au3 -H(CH2 )10 S-Au3 are shown in Figure 2.9 (A) and (B) together with the results of
their experimental counterparts.84 Good agreement between theory and experiment is obtained for both shape and magnitude. Moreover, calculated I-V curves for two alkanedithiol
junctions Au3 -S(CH2 )8 S-Au3 and Au3 -S(CH2 )12 S-Au3 have been shown in Figure 2.9 (C)
and (D), which also agree quite well with the corresponding experimental results.86, 87 For
the two alkanedithiol junctions (n=8,12), we have also performed gradient corrected DFT
calculations at the BLYP level with the GAUSSIAN03 program.77 The I-V curves at the
BLYP level shown by the dash dotted lines in Figure 2.9 (C) and (D) are found to have
similar shape as those of B3LYP results, but with larger current values (about 2 times),
which can be attributed to smaller energy gaps given by BLYP method. Nevertheless, it
might be reasonable to state that the I-V characteristics of the molecular devices under
investigation are not very sensitive to the choice of functionals.
Other than I-V characteristics, the length dependence of conducting ability in both systems
have been studied in detail. The calculated resistance as function of CH2 units in alkanedithiol junctions under 1.0V bias indeed obey the exponential relation. The β value under
this condition is found to be 0.30/CH2 , which is close to the measured value of 0.47/CH2 by
Cui et al.87 Meanwhile, the β value of 0.60/CH2 for alkanemonothiol junctions is obtained,
which is also close to the value of 0.8 /CH2 obtained by Cui et al.84 but smaller than that
from other experimental measurements82, 83, 85 (from 0.96/CH2 to 1.25/CH2 ). A better agreement is found for the ratio between the β values of the alkanemonothiol and alkanedithiol
junctions, which is about 1.93 from our calculations and 1.70 from the experiments of Cui
et al.84, 87
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Figure 2.8: Structures of gold-alkanemonothiol-gold (A) and gold-alkanedithiol-gold (B)
molecular devices.

Figure 2.9: Current-voltage characteristics (on a log scale) of Au3 -H(CH2 )n S-Au3 system
(upper): (A) Au3 -H(CH2 )8 S-Au3 ; (B) Au3 -H(CH2 )10 S-Au3 and Au3 -S(CH2 )n S-Au3 system
(lower): (C) Au3 -S(CH2 )8 S-Au3 ; (D) Au3 -S(CH2 )12 S-Au3 . The B3LYP, BLYP and experimental results are presented by dashed, dash dotted and solid lines, respectively.
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Table 2.1: Calculated products of the coupling energy between the end sites (1 and N) of
molecule and reservoirs (S and D) (V1S VDN ), Fermi energy (Ef ), and position of the first
conducting orbital (εcon ) for alkanemonothiol and alkanedithiol junctions.
Alkanemonothiol n=8 n=10 n=12 n=14
V1S VDN (eV 2 )
0.013 0.013 0.013 0.011
Ef (eV )
4.90 4.89
4.88
4.88
εcon (eV )
6.19 6.17
6.16
6.15
Alkanedithiol
V1S VDN (eV 2 )
Ef (eV )
εcon (eV )

n=8
0.169
4.91
6.17

n=10
0.1691
4.91
6.18

n=12
0.168
4.90
6.17

n=14
0.168
4.90
6.17

Figure 2.10: Summation of terminal sites contribution (on a log scale) (h1 | ηihη | Ni)2 from
20 unoccupied orbitals as a function of the number of carbons for alkanemonothiol (square
dots and curve A) and alkanedithiol (triangle dots and curve B) junctions.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Structures of three devices consisting of the phenyl-I, phenyl-II and phenylIII molecules, respectively. (b) A semi-log plot of the calculated resistance at the external
bias of 0.1 V as a function of number of phenyl groups.

To reveal the reasons behind the difference between the β of alkanedithiol and alkanemonothiol junctions, three key parameters determining the transition probability T , namely the
coupling energy V , the conducting orbital energy εη and the site contribution hJ | ηi, have
been analyzed. The products of coupling energy between the first site 1 and source reservoir S and coupling energy between the drain reservoir D and end site N (V1S VDN ), the
calculated Fermi energy (EF ) and the orbital energy of the first conducting orbital εcon for
alkanedithiol and alkanemonothiol junctions are listed in Table 2.1. As expected, these parameters converge very fast with respect to the molecular length for both systems. However,
strong length dependence has been found for site contribution hJ | ηi. In Figure 2.10, the
terminal site contributions (h1 | ηihη | Ni)2 from 20 unoccupied orbitals as a function of
number of carbons are given. It can be seen that such a contribution decreases exponentially with respect to the molecular length with a decay rate of -1.6 and -2.3 for alkanedithiol
and alkanemonothiol junctions, respectively. It seems like that the metal-molecule bonds
can effectively enhance the delocalization of the conducting orbitals of short alkanedithiol
chains and result in a large difference in the electron decay rates for alkanedithiol and
alkanemonothiol junctions.
Another well studied molecular system is self-assembled monolayers of oligophenylene.83, 88
Three gold-oligophenylene-gold devices with one, two and three benzene units are illustrated
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in Fig. 2.11 (a), labeled as phenyl-I, phenyl-II and phenyl-III, respectively. One can see
that one of the electrode in the device is chemically bonded to the molecule while the other
is only physically absorbed to the Hydrogen atom at the end of the molecule. Effects of
metal-molecule distances on the current-voltage characteristics of three devices have been
examined, and the distances that reproduce the experimental results for all three devices are
found to be R(Aus − S)=2.32Å (from the sulfur atom to the surface of electrode), R(Aus −
H)=1.25Å. Such a Au-S bond distance is the same as the one used in our previous study on
benzendithiol devices.25, 26 With the fixed metal-molecule bond lengths, our calculated I-V
characteristics26 are in excellent agreement with all experimental results.83 In Figure 2.11
(b), it is shown that the length dependent resistance (dI/dV) follows the exponent decay
rule, R = R0 exp(−βd). At external bias of 0.1 to 0.25 V, our calculated decay rate is always
around β=1.76/phenyl, exactly the same as the experimental value.83
Gate Field Effect
Due to the great success in silicon based industry, field effect transistors are believed to
play an important role in future electronics. The construction of three-terminal devices, like
the FET, and the understanding of their performance becomes extremely important for the
future development of molecular electronics. However, it is unlikely that the standard semiconductor-like gate configuration can lead to large gains in current for a single molecular
transistor. A new approach for manufacturing molecular FET devices has been developed
by Tao’s group very recently.65, 66 They have shown that the use of an electrochemical
gate can lead to very large gate fields in a molecule wire.65 They have fabricated a device
with perylene tetracarboxylic diimide(PTCDI) molecule attached to the gold electrodes, as
shown schematically in Figure 2.12 and obtained current change by 3 orders of magnitude
under the gate voltage.65 The conventional theoretical models67–70 can not predict such
a big current change induced by the gate. We have developed a theoretical model71 that
treats the electrochemical gate effect as a dipole interaction between the external field and
the molecule and applied to the PTCDI device.
A PTCDI molecule and two triangle gold clusters bonded through Au-S bonds is used as
the extended molecule. In order to fit the experimental gate field strength, the gate is
assumed to be about 1.2 Å away from the molecular surface, which is also consistent with
the averaged van der Waals radii of the atoms in the molecule.
Firstly, the gate field effect has been considered as only perturbation, i, e., the gate bias leads
to a uniform shift of molecular the orbitals. However, only very small current changes can
be produced in this way. A more realistic approach was chosen by treating the interaction
between electrons and the external fields precisely and solving the Schrödinger equation
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Figure 2.12: Model device of PTCDI molecule in contact with two Au electrodes.

Figure 2.13: Experimental data65 (a) and our theoretical simulation (b) of current through
source and drain Isd as the function of gate voltage Vg in a single PTCDI molecule transistor.

non-perturbatively. The interaction energy was represented as the potential in the real
space. Calculations show that the permanent dipole moment of the molecule is quite small,
it is found to be 0.01, 0.14, and 0.03 Debye for the three components of the permanent
dipole moment of the molecule-gold complex, µx , µy , and µz , respectively. However, the
induced polarization of the molecule is included in our non-perturbative approach which is
found to have strong impact on the I-V characteristics of the device. Although small dipole
moments were found in the PTCDI molecule, a very large polarizability can be expected due
to the strong conjugation. Our calculations indicated that the polarizability of the PTCDI
molecule has three large diagonal components with values of 1072, 388 and 223 a.u. for αxx ,
αyy and αzz , respectively. Thus, the molecular orbitals are heavily perturbed by the external
electric field89 through the polarization, as clearly shown by the following simple energy
a
expression, ǫa = ǫa0 − µai Ei − 21 αij
Ei Ej .... Here ǫa0 and ǫa are the energy of orbital a without
and with electric field Ei , respectively. µai and αiia are the dipole moment and polarizability
of orbital a, respectively. With the external electric field and large polarizability of the
molecule, strong gate effects can be anticipated.
One of the advantages of theoretical simulations is to examine the effects of different gate
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configurations, which are difficult to control in the experiment.65 Many different configurations have been tested numerically and only one particular configuration provides results
that fits well to experiments as presented in Figure 2.13. In this configuration, the sourcedrain field is oriented 150o with respect to the X axis in the X-Z plane and can be described
by a vector (-0.87,0,0.5). As one can see from Figure 2.13, the agreement between theory
and experiment is very good. Both the absolute values and shapes of the Isd -Vg curves
are consistent with experiment. In the region of gate voltage from 0.7 to 0.8 V, a plateau
observed in the experiment has also been reproduced by our simulations. It also indicates
that the molecular orbitals are not shifted linearly with respect to the increase of the gate
voltage. In this device, molecular orbitals are largely affected by the strength and direction
of the electric field, rather than by the voltage itself.

Chapter 3
Inelastic Scattering Theory
Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) was developed in the 1960s to study vibrational spectra of organic molecules buried inside metal-oxide-metal junctions and has since
become a powerful spectroscopic tool for molecular identification and chemical bonding investigations.28–30 Investigation with IETS have had significant technological implications
because they give structural information about the molecular junction and provide a direct
access to the dynamics of energy relaxation and thermal dissipation during the electron
tunneling.

3.1

Theory

Also our approach for inelastic scattering is based on the Green’s function formalism. The
molecular device was decomposed into three parts, the source, the drain and the extended
molecule, as shown in Figure 2.1. Generally speaking, when energetic constraints are satisfied, the electron crossing the junction may exchange a definite amount of energy with the
molecular nuclear motion, resulting in an inelastic component in the transmission current.90
To describe the electron-vibronic coupling effect, molecular theory based on vibrational normal modes has been introduced to our scattering model. In the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, the purely electronic Hamiltonian of the molecular systems can be considered parametrically as dependent on the vibrational normal modes Q. The one-electron
Hamiltonian can then be partitioned as
H(Q) = H(Q, e) + H ν (Q)
35

(3.1)
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where H(Q, e) and H ν (Q) are the electronic and the vibrational Hamiltonian, respectively,
so that the Schrödinger Equation becomes
[H(Q, e) + H ν (Q)] | Ψη (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i
= H(Q, e) | Ψη (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i + H ν (Q) | Ψν (Q)i | Ψη (Q, e)i
X
= (εη +
nνa h̄ωa ) | Ψη (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i

(3.2)

a

where εη represent the energy of eigenstate η of the pure electronic Hamiltonian, ωa is the
vibrational frequency of vibrational normal modes Qa , and nνa is the quantum number for
the mode Qa in | Ψν (Q)i.
By using a Taylor expansion, the nuclear motion depended wavefunction can be expanded
along each vibrational normal mode. Since most IETS are measured at the electronic offresonant region (where conducting levels are far from the Fermi energy), the adiabatic
harmonic approximation can be applied. We can then use the first derivative like ∂Ψ(Q)
∂Qa
to represent the vibrational motion part in the wavefunctions.90 Therefore, the vibrating
depended wavefunction along an eigenstate εη is described as
| Ψη (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i =| Ψη0 |Q=0 +

X ∂Ψη
0

a

∂Qa

Qa |Q=0 + ...i | Ψν (Q)i

(3.3)

where | Ψν (Q)i is the vibration wavefunction. Ψη0 is here the intrinsic electronic wavefunction
at the equilibrium position, Q0 .
Following the process described in Chapter (2), the electron transition moment can be
extended to describe the inelastic elastic electron scattering process. The transition matrix
element from the source to the drain, T (VD , Q), can now be generalized by taking into
account the vibrational motion (Q) into Eq. (2.13).

T (VD , Q) =

XX
J

VJS (Q)VDK (Q)

K

X X

1
| Ψη,ν (Q)ihΨη,ν (Q) | K η (Q, e)i
z
−
H(Q)
η
η ν ′ ,ν,ν ′′
XX
X X η,ν ′ ,ν,ν ′′
gJK
=
VJS (Q)VDK (Q)

×

J

K

hJ η (Q, e) |

η

ν ′ ,ν,ν ′′

(3.4)
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Applying the vibrational normal mode theory, we have
′

η,ν ,ν,ν
gJK

′′

1
′′
| Ψη,ν (Q)ihΨη,ν (Q) | K η (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i
zη − H(Q)
1
′
′′
P ν
= hΨν (Q) | hJ η (Q, e) |
| Ψη,ν (Q)ihΨη,ν (Q) | K η (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i
zη − εη + a na h̄ωa
′

= hΨν (Q) | hJ η (Q, e) |

′

′′

hΨν (Q) | hJ η (Q, e) | Ψη (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)ihΨν (Q) | hΨη (Q, e) | K η (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i
P
=
zη − εη + a nνa h̄ωa
(3.5)

in which the first term can be computed by

′

hΨν (Q) | hJ η (Q, e) | Ψη (Q, e)i | Ψν (Q)i
X ∂J η
X ∂Ψη
η
η
0
0
ν′
= hΨ (Q) | hJ0 +
Qb | Ψ0 +
Qa i | Ψν (Q)i
∂Q
∂Q
b
a
a
b
η
η
X
X
∂Ψ0
∂J0
′
′
Qb |
Qa i | Ψν (Q)i + hΨν (Q) | Ψν (Q)ihJ0η | Ψη0 i
= hΨν (Q) | h
∂Qb
∂Qa
a
b
X ∂J η ′
X ∂Ψη ′
0 ν ν
0
Qa i + h
Qνb ν | Ψη0 i
(3.6)
+ hJ0η |
∂Q
∂Q
a
b
a
b

P ∂J η
P ∂Ψη
Here the h b ∂Q0b Qb | a ∂Q0a Qa i terms have very small numerical magnitude so that the
first term can be neglected.
It is assumed that electrons scatter from the ground state in the source reservoir to an
excitation level, and transport through that conducting channel to the ground state in the
drain reservoir. The ground state is not a conducting channel. Therefore, assuming the
nuclear motion is harmonic, we have
hΨν (Q) | Ψν (Q)ihJ0η | Ψη0 i = hν ′ | νihJ0η | Ψη0 i = h0 | 1ihJ0η | Ψη0 i = 0
′

(3.7)

and

′
Qνa ν

′

= hν | Qa | νi = h0 | Qa | 1i =

r

h̄
2ωa

(3.8)
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′

′′

η,ν ,ν,ν
can be rewritten as
Therefore, gJK
η,ν ′ ,ν,ν ′′
gJK

X ∂J η ′
X ∂Ψη ′
1
η
0
0 νν
P ν
=
Qa i + h
Qνb ν | Ψη0 i]
× [hJ0 |
zη − εη − a na h̄ωa
∂Qa
∂Qb
a
b
X ∂K η
X ∂Ψη
′′
0
0 νν ′′
Qc i + h
Qνν
| Ψη0 i]
(3.9)
× [hK0η |
d
∂Q
∂Q
c
d
c
d

P ∂J η ′
P ∂Ψη ′
Using A, B, C, and D to represent the above four terms hJ0η | a ∂Q0a Qνa ν i, h b ∂Q0b Qνb ν |
P ∂Ψη
P ∂K0η νν ′′
′′
Ψη0 i, hK0η | c ∂Q0c Qνν
| Ψη0 i, the equation can be simplified to be
c i, and h
d ∂Qd Qd
′

′′

η,ν ,ν,ν
gJK
= (A + B)(C + D)/(zη − εη −

X

nνa h̄ωa )

(3.10)

a

If the interference effect between different sites are neglected, i.e., if the parameter zη for
injecting energy and escape rate for electrons have no site dependence, by going through all
of molecular sites the formula can be approximated to
X

′

η,ν ,ν,ν
gJK

′′

= (A + B)(C + D)/(zη − εη −

X

nνa h̄ωa )

a

JK

= 2 × A × (C + D)/(zη − εη −

X

nνa h̄ωa )

(3.11)

a

The inclusion of nuclear motion introduces vibrational excited states in the electronic ground
state potential. These vibrational excited states are the ones that contribute to the inelastic
terms in the case of off-resonant excitation. Meanwhile, the electron can also tunnel through
the molecular orbitals, resulting in the elastic term in the total current. In this case, the
transition matrix element from the source to the drain can be written as

T (VD , Q)el =

XX
J

K

VJS (Q)VDK (Q)

X

η,0,0,0
gJK

(3.12)

η

where
1
| Ψη,0 (Q)ihΨη,0 (Q) | K η (Q, e)i | 0i
zη − H(Q)
h0 | hJ η (Q, e) | Ψη (Q, e)i | 0ih0 | hΨη (Q, e) | K η (Q, e)i | 0i
=
zη − εη

η,0,0,0
gJK
= h0 | hJ η (Q, e) |

Again, the first term can be computed by

(3.13)
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h0 | hJ η (Q, e) | Ψη (Q, e)i | 0i
X ∂J η
X ∂Ψη
0
0
= h0 | hJ0η +
Qb | Ψη0 +
Qa i | 0i
∂Q
∂Q
b
a
a
b
P η
X ∂J η
∂
Ψ
0
a 0
Qb |
Qa i | 0i + h0 | 0ihJ0η | Ψη0 i
= h0 | h
∂Q
∂Q
b
a
b
η
X ∂Ψ
X ∂J η
η
η
0
0 00
+ hJ0 |
Qa i + h
Q00
b | Ψ0 i
∂Qa
∂Qb
a
b

(3.14)

Since Q00
a = h0 | Qa | 0i = 0 and h0 | 0i = 1, this time only the wavefunction without
vibrational dependence remains, so that the transition matrix element becomes
XX
X η
T (VD , Q)el =
VJS (Q)VDK (Q)
gJK,el
J

η
gJK,el
=

η

K

η

η

η

hJ (Q, e) | Ψ (Q, e)ihΨ (Q, e) | K η (Q, e)i
zη − εη

(3.15)

which is consistent with Eq. (2.12) and (2.13) for the elastic current expressed in the
previous chapter. Therefore, the total current in molecular devices can be decomposed into
two parts
I = Iel + Iinel

(3.16)

where Iel and Iinel are the elastic and inelastic contributions to the electron tunneling current,
respectively. Typically, only a fraction of tunneling electrons as involved in the inelastic
tunneling process. The small conductance change induced by the electron-vibronic coupling
is commonly measured by the second harmonics of a phase-sensitive detector for the second
derivative of the tunneling current
d2 I/dV 2
or the part normalized by the differential conductance
(d2 I/dV 2 )/(dI/dV )
It is also very useful to provide spatial distributions of inelastic signal in IETS applications.
Working with the site representation, a very convenient way is to approximate the intensity
of the inelastic signal at position ~r as the nuclear motion dependent part in the wavefunction.
X X ∂J η (~r)
0

J

a

∂Qa

Qa
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Figure 3.1: Structures of the gold-octanedithiol-gold junction with triangle contacts.

3.2

Applications

In this section, we will present few examples to assess the performance of our formulation for
describing elastic and inelastic electron transport properties of several molecular junctions.

3.2.1

I-V Characteristics

An octanedithiolate molecule, SC8 H16 S, embedded between two gold electrodes through
S-Au bonds, has been investigated in Paper IV. The extended molecule consists of two
triangle gold trimers bonded with an octanedithiolate molecule, see Figure 3.1. Electronic
structure calculations have been carried out for the extended molecules at the hybrid DFT
B3LYP level78 using the Gaussian03 package with LanL2DZ basis set.77
The calculated electron tunneling current (including both elastic and inelastic parts) are
illustrated as a function of applied bias in Figure 3.2.1 (A), together with the corresponding
experimental I-V curve of Wang et al..29 The shape of the calculated I-V curve agrees
well with experiment. Our calculations are performed for a single molecule system, while
the measurements of Wang et al.29 were done for self-assembly layers consisting of many
molecules. The fact that our calculated current is about two orders of magnitude smaller
than the measured one might indicate that there are more than 100 molecules contributing
to the experimental current value. We have also compared our calculated result with the
measurement for a single molecule of Cui et al.,86, 87 see Figure 3.2.1(C). The agreement
between theory and experiment is very good. Furthermore, the experimentally observed
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Figure 3.2: Current (on a log scale) of the gold-octanedithiolate-gold device as a function
of voltage. (A): Calculated total electron tunneling current (include both elastic and inelastic contributions) under different working temperatures. (B): Current measured under
different working temperatures by Wang et.al.29 (C): Experimental result of Cui86, 87 (Solid
line), calculated elastic current (dotted line), and calculated total current (dashed line) at
temperature 300K.

temperature independent I-V characteristics are also reproduced by our calculations.

3.2.2

Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy

IETS dependence on molecular conformation
The calculated inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) of the octanedithiolate junction with the triangle gold trimers are shown in Figure 3.3, together with the experimental
spectrum of Wang et al. at temperature 4.2 K.29 One can clearly see that the calculated
result for the triangle configuration is in good agreement with the experiment. The calculations do not only reproduce all the major spectral features observed in the experiment,
but also provide very detailed features that were smeared out by the background due to the
encasing Si3 N4 in the experiment.29 Our computational scheme also allows to calculate the
spectral linewidth directly, which is determined by the orbital characters and the moleculemetal bonding, see Eq. (2.11). The calculated full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the
spectral profile of mode ν(C-C) at 132 mV is found to be around 6.1 meV, to be compared
with the experimental result of 3.73±0.98 meV.29
We have also calculated the IETS of the gold chain configuration, to examine the dependence
of the IETS on the molecule-metal bonding structure. Indeed, the IETS of chain contacts
shows a distinct difference in the spectral intensity distribution from that of the triangle
configuration. The changes in molecular conformations seem to be the major cause for the
large difference in the spectral intensity distributions of the two devices. It is interesting
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Figure 3.3: Inelastic electron tunneling spectrum of the octanedithiol junction. Dashed
line from experiment,29 and solid line for our simulation based on the triangle contact
configuration. The working temperature is 4.2 K. Star marks for background signal in the
experiment.
to note that the spectrum of the chain configuration resembles quite well the experimental
IETS of an alkanemonothiol molecule, HS(CH2 )8 H (C11).28 One can thus conclude that
the large difference in the experimental spectral intensity distributions28, 29 related to the
molecular vibrational modes implies that the molecular conformations in two experimental
setups are different.
IETS spatial distribution
One very useful way to understand the electron-vibration coupling is through the imaging
of spatial distribution of an IETS signal. Starting with an important experiment by Stipe
et al.,91 IETS with scanning tunneling microscope (STM), IETS-STM, has become an established technique to probe the local vibrational density.31, 92–94 The vibrational spectral
profiles reveal information about the symmetry and strength of electron-phonon coupling.
In a recently joint experimental and theoretical study on IETS-STM of Gd@C82 molecules,
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Figure 3.4: Calculated IETS spatial maps for vibrational modes of the OPE-NO2 molecule
with frequencies 1246.5 (A), 2233.1 (B), and 3202.5 (C) cm−1 , and maps for vibrational
modes of OPE with frequencies 2231.2 (D) and 3201.4 (E) cm−1 .

Figure 3.5: Calculated IETS spatial maps for vibrational modes of Au3 -OPE-NO2 -Au3 with
frequencies 1246.1 (A), 2230.7 (B), and 3202.9 (C) cm−1 , and maps for vibrational modes
of Au3 -OPE-Au3 with frequencies 2227.8 (D) and 3202.4 (E) cm−1 .

Grobis et al.31 found that the inelastic single is mostly spatially localized and detectable
only on certain parts of Gd@C82 molecule. With our theoretical approach, we can also
simulate IETS-STM images of molecular devices.
IETS of oligophenylenethynylene (OPE) molecule has been studied both experimentally
and theoretically.28, 95 Our theoretical approach has also been applied to this system and
successfully reproduced the experimental IETS spectrum.34 Here, we illustrate spatial distributions of certain vibrational modes appearing in IETS of the OPE molecule. Effects
of electron acceptor (NO2 ) and metal clusters on electron-vibration couplings are demonstrated. All images are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. In Fig. 3.4 (A), the image of the
vibrational mode at frequency 1246.5 cm−1 is given. It can be seen that the spectral feature
of this vibrational mode is mostly localized on the N-O bonds. Spatial maps of vibrational
modes at frequencies 2233.1 and 3202.5 cm−1 of OPE-NO2 are given in Fig. 3.4 (B) and
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(C), respectively. The localization behavior of these vibrational modes are clearly illustrated. The same vibrational modes for the pure OPE molecule are presented in Fig. 3.4
(D) and (E) for comparison. The effect of the NO2 group has negligible contribution to the
images of these two vibrational modes. Furthermore, the presence of gold clusters does not
have noticeable impact on the images of these two vibrational modes as evident in Fig. 3.5.
These images indicate that the localization of nuclear motions of the atoms can result in
the localization of the inelastic electron tunneling signal.

Chapter 4
Central Insertion Scheme
4.1

General

Our Central Insertion Scheme (CIS) is based on the simple fact that for a large enough
finite periodic system, the interaction between different units in the middle of the system
should be converged, and consequently those units in the middle become identical. It is
thus possible to elongate the initial system by adding the identical units in the middle of
the system continuously. This can be easily done when the Hamiltonian of the system is
described in the site-representation. Obviously, the prerequisite for using the CIS method
is to obtain an initial Hamiltonian in the site-representation possessing identical central
parts, which can only be achieved by computing a fairly large initial system. Fortunately
this condition can be fulfilled routinely by modern quantum chemistry programs. It should
be stressed that the CIS method should be as accurate as the method used for the initial
system.
We have applied our approach to conjugated polymers, carbon nanotubes (CNT), DNA,
and diamondoid molecules. Comparing to the traditional quantum chemistry methods,
our approach provides results of the same accuracy with only a fraction of computational
time. The biggest nano-scale system being investigated is a three-dimensional hydrogen
terminated diamond cluster that consists of as many as 125000 electrons. The largest onedimensional nanostructure is a 200 nm SWCNT, with 16000 carbon atoms described by
150000 Gaussian basis functions.
45
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Figure 4.1: (a): Schematic draw of the geometry (I) and the Hamiltonian matrix (II) of a
n unit periodic structure; (b): The geometry (I) and the Hamiltonian matrix (II) of two
stretched structures copied from (a); (c) The geometry (I) and the Hamiltonian matrix (II)
of the elongated structure with n + 1 units.

4.1.1

Hamiltonian

We consider a system that consists of two end parts, namely L and M, connected by a periodic structure including n uniform units U1 , U2 , ..., Un , with geometry shown schematically
in Figure 4.1 (a) I. A one-dimensional structure picture were chosen as an example, but
it should be noted that this approach is independent on the space distribution and can be
applied to any dimensional periodic structures.
In quantum chemistry, to obtain the electronic structure of a molecular system, one only
has to solve the Schrödinger equation:
Ĥ | Ψη i = εη | Ψη i

(4.1)

where | Ψη i is the wavefunction for the eigenstate εη , and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of the system.
When describing a periodic system, it is more suitable to work in the site representation.
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The wavefunctions are expanded in terms of the site basis: | Li and | Mi for the end parts,
and | Ki i (i runs over U1 , U2 , ... , Un ) for the center part. Each of them can be described
by a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO):
X
A
| Ai =
| cA
j ψj i
α

A = L, M, Ki

(4.2)

If we define
Hi,j = hψi | Ĥ | ψj i , Si,j = hψi | ψj i

(4.3)

where i and j run over sites L, U1 , U2 , ... , Un , and M, then transfer the equation (4.1) to:


HL,L HL,1 ... HL,n
 H
 1,L H1,1 ... H1,n

... ...
...
 ...

 Hn,L Hn,1 ... Hn,n
HM,L HM,1 ... HM,n

SL,L SL,1 ... SL,n
 S
 1,L S1,1 ... S1,n

= εη  ...
... ... ...

 Sn,L Sn,1 ... Sn,n
SM,L SM,1 ... SM,n

HL,M
H1,M
...
Hn,M
HM,M
SL,M
S1,M
...
Sn,M
SM,M

















CLη
C1η
...
CNη
η
CM
CLη
C1η
...
CNη
η
CM

















(4.4)

where Ciη = (cηi1 cηi2 ... cηiα )T represent the coefficient submatrices of subsystems L, Ui−1 , and
M in the molecular orbital εη , respectively.

4.1.2

Approximations

Three approximations are assumed in the CIS method. The first one is to assume that
the central parts of a sufficiently large system should have converged electronic structures.
Secondly, the convergence of electronic structure should lead to the convergence of charge
densities in the center parts. For instance, for the system described in Figure 4.1 (a)I,
the wavefunction of the mid unit U n2 is approximately the same as that of unit U n2 +1 , and
the interaction and overlap between U n2 and U n+1 are approximately the same as those
2
between U n+1 +1 and U n+2 . Thirdly, the long range interaction between subsystems can be
2
2
neglected. For carbon nanotubes, a distance > 20 Å is found to be adequate. It can be
varied depending on the system under investigation.
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Table 4.1: Electron density distribution of the HOMO along the different unit Ui of the
original and the reconstructed PPT10.
Electron density Reconstructed Original Difference
U1
0.0351
0.0357
0.0006
U2
0.0766
0.0771
0.0006
U3
0.1259
0.1251
0.0008
U4
0.1684
0.1657
0.0027
U5
0.1901
0.1847
0.0053
U6
0.1835
0.1864
0.0028
U7
0.1512
0.1550
0.0038
U8
0.1041
0.1086
0.0045
U9
0.0571
0.0603
0.0032
U10
0.0227
0.0242
0.0015

Several small nano-systems have been used to verify the three approximations. One of them
is a 10-units (8nm) conjugated poly(p-phenyleneethynylene) (PPT) (labeled as PPT10).
For polymer systems, the intrinsic periodic unit is chosen as the unit cell Ui in the CIS
method. Using the GAUSSIAN03 program, geometry optimization and electronic structure
calculations for PPT10 have been performed at the DFT B3LYP level with the 6-31G
basis set. Matrices for Hamiltonian, orbital overlap, orbital coefficients, and eigenvalues
that are needed for Eq. (4.4) are obtained. To verify the first two approximations about
the convergence of the electronic structure in the central part of the systems, we have
inter-exchanged two units of Hamiltonian (H) and overlap (S) matrix in the center parts of
PPT10. For instance, the submatrix H n2 ,i and S n2 ,i were replaced by (H n2 ,i +H n2 +1,i+1 )/2 and
(S n2 ,i +S n2 +1,i+1 )/2, respectively, where i runs over U n2 −4 , U n2 −3 , U n2 −2 , U n2 −1 and U n2 . Similar
rules have also been applied to obtain new submatrice Hi, n2 and Si, n2 , H n2 +1,i and S n2 +1,i ,
Hi, n2 +1 and Si, n2 +1 . With these reconstructed matrices, a new set of molecular orbitals and
wavefunctions can be obtained, which reproduce the original results from GAUSSIAN03. For
the initial system, energy gap Eg between LUMO and HOMO is found to be 2.784 eV, while
the reconstruction of matrices introduces an error of 0.002 eV. For orbitals from HOMO-20
(-6.925 eV) to LUMO+20 (0.467 eV), the smallest and the biggest errors caused by the
reconstruction are 5.1E-07 and 0.008 eV, respectively. The electron density distribution of
HOMO in different unit Ui of PPT10 obtained from both methods are listed in Table. 4.1,
from which one can notice that the two sets of data are in very good agreement. The same
approach has been tested on CNT21 and shows the same good performance.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Structure of a 10-units (8nm) conjugated poly(p-phenyleneethynylene)
(PPT10). (b) 21 layers (5, 5) metallic SWCNT (CNT21). (c) Interaction energy between
U1 and the remaining units in PPT10 (circle dots) and CNT21 (square dots) as a function
of the distance between the units.

To test the third approximation, the interaction energy between two units Ui and Uj have
been calculated using equation (2.5) for PPT10. The length dependent interaction energies
are shown in Figure 4.2 (c). If we look at the interaction energy between U1 and the
remaining units of PPT10, it can be seen that the interaction energy between two sub-units
dies out fairly quick with respect to the distance between them. The same conclusion holds
for other systems under test, like PPT14, 21 layers and 33 layers (5, 5) metallic SWCNTs
(CNT21 and CNT33), and 4 base-pair and 6 base-pair poly(G)-poly(C) DNA (GC4 and
GC6).
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CIS Procedure

In general, the most time consuming step in conventional quantum chemistry approaches is
the SCF (self-consistent-field) cycles to build an accurate Fock matrix for the system under
investigation. Due to the enormous number of electrons involved in the large-nano scale
system, the number of integrals needed to be computed in each SCF cycle is extremely large.
It is thus obvious that the computational time can be significantly shortened if the number
of SCF cycles can be reduced. One of the best ways to reduce the number of SCF cycles is
to have a good initial guess that is close to the final result. This is what CIS method aims to
achieve: providing a very good initial guess. The whole process is quite straightforward, as
can be seen from the schematic picture in Figure 4.1. We firstly calculated Hamiltonian and
electronic structures of an initial system, which should be at least partly periodic and large
enough to have well-converged center parts, as shown in Figure 4.1(a). We then make two
identical initial systems, and put them together as in Figure 4.1(b). From Figure 4.1(b)I,
one can see that two initial structures have been placed side by side but with exactly one
′′′
periodic unit mismatched. A new system with n + 1 periodic units (Ui ), shown in Figure
4.1 (c)I, can thus be constructed by simply putting these two n units systems together, i.e.
the system is elongated. We should notice that the use of two identical initial systems is just
to make it simple to describe the elongation process, and there are actually no constraints
on the number of initial systems that can be used. Furthermore, the initial systems do not
always have to be identical, and computational experience proves that initial systems with
partly overlapping identical parts work fine in constructing larger nano-scale systems, as
long as their chemical environments are the same.
The elongation of the geometrical structure thus leads to the elongation of the Hamiltonian
matrix. The way of constructing the corresponding matrices are also schematically shown
in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1(a)II, a (n + 2) × (n + 2) matrix (L, Ui , M) has been plotted
to represent the Hamiltonian of the initial system. It should be noted that there are no
limitations on the sizes of the end parts L and M, and the use of one unit to represent
the end part is just for the sake of simplicity. Following the same process in elongating
the geometry, two initial Hamiltonian matrices have been put together as in shown Figure
′
′
′
′′
′′
′′
4.1(b)II, denoted as (L , Ui , M ) and (L , Ui , M ), respectively. One of the end parts
of each matrices has been set to zero. Thus, by putting these two systems together with
′′′
′′′
′′′
one unit mismatched, a new (n + 3) × (n + 3) matrix (L , Ui , M ) with the structure of
Figure 4.1(c)II is obtained for the newly elongated system. The new matrix element can
′′′
′
′′
be computed through the following relationship, Ui,j = α Ui,j +(1 − α) Ui−1,j−1. The α
parameter is a weighting factor depending on the system under investigation. In some simple
cases, α = 0.5 is considered, while most of the time it was determined by considering the
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distance between the certain unit and the center of the newly constructed system. For the
end part, if an empty matrix element overlaps with another element, we keep the old values.
As shown in Figure 4.1(c)II, there are 18 matrix elements can not be generated by the
combination of two sub-systems. Since these elements represent the long-rang interaction
between two ends of the system, we can simply set them to zero without losing any accuracy.
By repeating this CIS process, even bigger systems can be constructed.
With these new Hamiltonians one can obtain molecular orbital energies and wavefunctions
of the elongated system with high accuracy. To explore electronic structures of a very large
nano-scale system, one only needs to solve the general eigenvalue problem
Ax = Mxλ ⇔ (A − σM)x = Mx(λ − σ).

(4.5)

There exist many algorithms for solving the general eigenvalue problem, and we have used
LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACKage),96 which gives full eigenvalues together with eigenvectors. Most of the time, we are just concerned about few eigenvalues around a specific
energy region σ. For that, we have also used the spectral transformations,97 i.e.
(A − σM)−1 Mx = νx, where ν =

1
,
λ−σ

(4.6)

which has transferred Eq. (4.5) into the standard eigenvalue problem
Ax = λx.

(4.7)

There are also many algorithms for solving Eq. (4.7), such as the QR algorithm and the
power method. In this work, we have used the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method97–99
which reduces a lot of storage and computational requirements, and is suitable for large
scale eigenvalue problems.

4.1.4

Error control

As a result from the approximations employed, there are at least two possible errors in
the CIS method. One arises from the fact that the interaction between two units of short
distance in the new system was approximated to those of the initial systems (naming this
error as δ ′ ), and another is induced by the neglect of the long range interaction (named as
δ ′′ ). Based on a strict mathematical basis, a systematic error analysis and control for the
CIS method can be provided.
Representing the true Hamiltonian matrix of the new system as H and the CIS constructed
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e the total error matrix ∆ = δ ′ + δ ′′ is,
Hamiltonian matrix as H,

δL,L δL,1 ... δL,n δL,R
 δ
 1,L δ1,1 ... δ1,n δ1,R

e
∆ = H − H =  ...
... ... ...
...

 δn,L δn,1 ... δn,n δn,R
δR,L δR,1 ... δR,n δR,R






.



(4.8)

e of H,
e
Due to the normalization of the wavefunction, the eigen-vector u
e for the eigenstate λ
e u = Hu
eu
should be Euclidean normalized with ke
uk2 = 1. And if we set r = H u
e − λSe
e−H
e
100
as the residual vector, there exists an eigenvalue λ of H such that
e ≤ krk2
|λ − λ|

eu
= kH u
e−H
ek2
= k∆e
u k2

≤ k∆k2 ke
uk2
= k∆k2
= ρ(∆),

(4.9)

where ρ(∆) is the spectral radius of ∆. An approximated estimation of ρ(∆) can be obtained
using Gerschgorin’s theorem100
X
ρ(∆) ≤ max
|δi,j | = k∆k∞ ,
(4.10)
i

j

where k∆k∞ is the infinite norm of matrix ∆.
An error analysis has been performed for calculations of hydrogen terminated diamond
(diamondoids). Firstly, a so-called D8 (C323 H196 ) diamondoid has been chosen as the initial
system and calculated at B3LYP/STO-6G level with Gaussian03 program. The Hamiltonian
of D8 was used to construct an even large cluster, D10 (C669 H324 ) using the CIS method.
The computed HOMO-LUMO gap for D10 from the CIS calculations is found to be 7.878 eV.
Meanwhile, a full quantum chemistry calculation for D10 has also been performed, giving
HOMO-LUMO gap of 7.853 eV, which is 0.025 eV smaller than that of the CIS result.
eu
Using Equation (4.9), we obtained the upper bound of the error kH u
e−H
ek2 = k∆e
uk2 for
e
each eigenvalue λ of D10 calculated by CIS method. For HOMO (-1.697 eV) the value of
uk2
k∆e
uk2 is 0.096 eV while it is 0.098 eV for LUMO (6.181 eV). The maximal deviation k∆e
e
λ
of all orbitals is less than 6%. It thus indicates that D8 is a quite good initial system for
constructing even larger ones. With the error control, one can always find the best initial
system for CIS process to ensure the accuracy of large nano-scale systems.
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CIS package “BioNano Lego”

The CIS method is now implemented in an efficient tool package named as “BioNano
Lego”59, 101 using effective parallelization techniques. This tool package is divided into four
parts as follows.
• Calculate out Hamiltonian matrix H0 and overlap matrix S0 of the initial well-converged
system.
• Transformation and rotation of matrix H0 and overlap matrix S0 , since systems has
to be transformed or rotated to be able to get identical overlapping parts
• Determine the weight factor α for each matrix element with regard to the distance
from the center of mass of the system.
• Check the convergence of the initial system.
• Calculate interaction energy according to Equation (2.5) to check whether the interaction energy dies out with respect to the increase of the distance.
• Build the Hi of all the subsystems, which are deduced out from transformation and
rotation of matrix H0 of the initial system. A paralleled code with high efficiency
has been realized for this step, in which a sparse BLAS package is employed to do
sparse-dense matrix multiplications.
N
• Combine Hi (i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N) into the large CIS Hamiltonian HCIS
. The matrix
N
element (HCIS )jk is obtained with the following rule
P
αj αk (Hi )ji,ki
N
(HCIS )jk = i Pi i
i αji αki

where i runs over the systems that contains both atoms j and k, (Hi)ji ,ki is the matrix
element in Hi , αji and αki are the weight factors of atoms j and k in the ith system.
The parallelization of the program has been fulfilled.

N
• Calculate the overlap matrix of the large cluster with the same sparse pattern of HCIS
.
Parallelization has been utilized.
N
N
N N
• Solve the general eigenvalue problems HCIS
ΨN
CIS = εCIS S ΨCIS with the parallel
code. In order to compute a few eigenvalues around a specific number σ, we utilize the
spectral transformation and the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method. LAPACK, SuperLU102 DIST package, sparse BLAS package103 and parallel ARPACK (PARPACK)
package have been employed.
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With ten computer nodes, we have tested the efficiency of the “BioNano Lego” package. It
is found that it takes 15 minutes to calculate 40 eigenvalues around the energy gap of a 200
nm long single-walled (5,5) carbon nanotube (SWCNT), and 189 minutes for 40 eigenvalues
of a diamondoid with the size of 7.3nm in diameter. Both systems consist of one hundred
thousand electrons.

4.3
4.3.1

Applications
Carbon Nanotube (CNT)

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been the focus of many scientific studies.18, 104, 105 It is
an interesting system for studying quantum behavior of electrons in one dimension (1D).
However, CNTs of finite-length present a great challenge for the first principles modeling
because of the involvement of vast number of electrons and the breakdown of periodic
boundary conditions. With the CIS method it thus becomes possible to study very large
CNTs of finite-length at the first principles levels.
Here we use (5,5) metallic SWCNT as an example. Firstly, a (5, 5) metallic SWCNT with
21 layers (CNT21 with 210 carbons, 2.6nm long) was calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G level
with GAUSSIAN03. By applying the CIS method to CNT21, a series of (5, 5) SWCNT
systems with units of n = 9 + 12 × i (i=2, 3,..., 134) whose length (L=n ∗ 0.123nm )
goes from 4.1 nm to 200 nm have been investigated at the B3LYP/6-31G level. A typical
(5,5) metallic SWCNT is shown schematically in Figure 4.3 (A). The largest one under
investigation consists of 100,000 electrons described by 150,000 Gaussian basis functions.
In Figure 4.3(B), the molecular orbitals (MOs) around the energy gap are displayed. As
expected, the density of states (DOS) gets higher for longer SWCNTs. The most interesting
observation is that the energy gap (Eg ) oscillates periodically with the increase of SWCNT
length.
For short SWCNTs, it is known that Eg should oscillate with a period of 3 layers,106–108
corresponding to 0.37 nm in tube length. This behavior is well reproduced by our calculations, see Figure 4.4(A). The trend given by the short SWCNTs seems to indicate that the
gap should continuously decrease with the increase of the SWCNT length. However, our
calculations present a very different picture. For instance, the energy gap of CNT33 (0.598
eV) is already larger than that of CNT21 (0.492 eV). This particular observation is further
confirmed by the Gaussian03 calculations with STO-6G basis sets. The evolution of energy
gap with respect to the tube length is illustrated in Figure 4.4(B). The period of oscillation
for the energy gap is apparently bigger than 3 layers. The underlying mechanism is still
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under investigation.

Figure 4.3: (A) Structure of a typical (5, 5) SWCNT. (B) Molecular orbitals of (5, 5)
SWCNTs with N = 9 + 12 × i (i=0, 1, ... ,134) units, corresponding to 1.1 nm to 200 nm
in length.
As expected, the molecular orbitals obtained from the CIS method agree very well with those
from full quantum chemical calculations. By mapping the Cartesian(xyz)-coordinate into
a cylindrical one, the identical wavefunction spatial distributions of the LUMO of CNT31
(4nm) calculated by GAUSSIAN03 and CIS are illustrated in Figure 4.5 (A) and (B). The
wavefunction of LUMO for CNT1617 (200nm) obtained from the CIS is also shown in Figure
4.5(C) for comparison. It can be seen that the wavefunction of CNT1617 is more delocalized
than that of CNT31.
Another set of (6, 5) semiconductor-alike SWCNTs has also been studied. Using the GAUSSIAN03 program, relative short (6, 5) SWCNTs with 60 to 240 carbon atoms have been
calculated. There is a simple relation between the number of carbon atoms and the length
of the (6, 5) tube, L = Nu ∗ au , where Nu is the number of unit cells (30 carbon atoms
per unit) and au = 3.35175 Å. The lengths of (6, 5) SWCNTs with 60 to 240 carbons thus
correspond to 0.67 nm to 2.68 nm. The energy gaps between HOMO and LUMO, as well as
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Figure 4.4: Energy gap Eg as a function of units (N) is plotted for short-nano-scale (A) and
long-nano-scale (B) (5, 5) SWNTs, respectively.

Figure 4.5: Spatial distributions of wavefunction for LUMO of CNT31 (4nm) calculated
by GAUSSIAN03 (A) and by CIS method (B), respectively. (C) Spatial distributions of
wavefunction for LUMO of CNT1617 (200nm) from CIS calculations.

between HOMO-1 and LUMO+1 have been plotted as a function of number of carbon atoms
in Figure 4.6(A). It is noticed that both Eg [(LUMO+1)-(HOMO-1)] and Eg [LUMO-HOMO]
oscillate periodically with the increase of tube length. The oscillation period is about 32-34
carbon atoms, or 0.35 to 0.38 nm in length, which is similar to the value of 0.37nm found
for (5, 5) SWCNTs. Based on the electronic structure of a C226 H22 (6, 5) SWCNT (2.52
nm), the CIS method is applied to calculate longer tubes, ranging from 2.52 nm to 35 nm.
For the longer tubes, Eg [LUMO-HOMO] monotonically depends on the length of the tube,
and is converged to a value of 1.5 eV, which should correspond to the bulk value of a (6,5)
tube. From molecular orbitals of these large (6, 5) SWCNTs given in Figure 4.6(B), it can
be seen that the DOS of the system becomes more dense for longer SWCNTs, the same
as for (5, 5) SWCNTs. A discrete molecular orbital distribution has been found for all the
tubes under investigation, indicating that these tubes can be quantized electronic devices.
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Figure 4.6: (A) Eg [(LUMO+1)-(HOMO-1)] and Eg [LUMO-HOMO] as a function of the
number of carbon numbers. Length dependent Eg [(LUMO+1)-(HOMO-1)] and Eg [LUMOHOMO] (B) and molecular orbitals (C) of longer tubes.

A discrete molecular orbital distribution is found for tubes below 60nm, indicating that
they are far from a real bulk material. We have also calculated I-V characteristics of tubes
with different lengths using the QCME code. The I-V curves of short tubes up to (5, 5)
CNT45 (5.5nm) show stair-like profiles in which each step represents an opening of a new
conducting channel. These small devices are all semi-conductor-like, i.e. the electron starts
to flow only after adding certain external bias. When the length of the tube gets longer,
the DOS of the system becomes denser, the steps in the I-V curve are smeared out, and
the device shows a metallic behavior. Comparison between our calculated I-V curves for
(5,5)tubes in between 14.4nm (CNT117) and 21.8 nm (CNT177) agree quite well with the
experimental result of an approximately 15nm long (5, 5)tube in terms of the shape and the
magnitude of the I-V curve,24 which confirms the experimental observation that a device
with a 15nm long tube behaves like a ballistic conductor.18

4.3.2

Diamondoids

Motivated by their useful optoelectronic and electron-emission properties, hydrogen terminated diamond carbon clusters (diamondoids) have attracted much scientific attention.109–114
For instance, diamondoids are able to produce optical gaps in the UV range, which is very
useful in sensing applications. It is important to find out how the energy gap depends
on the size of the system, in other words, how the quantum confinement model works for
diamondoids. For small diamondoids, smaller than 2nm, it is possible to carry out first
principles simulations. Semi-empirical approaches have to been introduced when the size of
the system gets larger.110, 115 The lack of ability to model large diamondoids has resulted
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Figure 4.7: (A) Schematic structure of a typical diamondoid; (B) Calculated energy gap
(Eg ) at B3LYP/STO-6G level as the function of diamondoid diameter size. Star dots for
CIS and square dots for GAUSSIAN03 results, respectively. Solid line for the fitted Eg value
from the empirical formula.

in much controversy over a possible quantum confinement effect in diamondoids.109–114 The
CIS method can thus provide a perfect solution to the problem.
With the CIS method, we have performed for the first time hybrid density functional theory
(DFT) studies on electronic structures of diamondoids with size ranging from 0.5 nm to 7.3
nm. The diamondoid systems under investigation were built by terminating the spherical
diamonds with C-H and C-H2 groups, as shown schematically in Figure 4.7 (A). Structures
of these spherical diamondoids consist of several inner shells of carbons and an outer shell of
hydrogens, which were labeled as n-shell diamondoids (Dn). The size of Dn is represented by
its diameter (R), which follows the relationship R = (n − 1) ∗ 0.253 nm. All of the systems
have optimized C-H bonds at the PM3 level, and the electronic structure was computed
with B3LYP/STO-6G. The largest diamondoid that has been calculated is D30 of 7.337nm,
consisting of 21000 carbon atoms or 125,000 electrons. Diamondoids D5, D6, D8, and D10,
corresponding to C59 H60 , C123 H100 , C323 H196 , and C669 H324 , have been calculated directly
using the Gaussian03 program.77 D10 has also been calculated using a CIS Hamiltonian
constructed from that of D8. The energy gap of D10 is found to be 7.853eV from Gaussian03
and 7.854eV from CIS, respectively. The difference as small as 0.001 eV indicates that CIS
works also well for diamondoids. The energy gap (Eg ) for diamondoids with different size has
been plotted in Figure 4.7(B). Obviously, Eg is still decreasing even when the diamondoid
size reaches 7.3 nm, implying the existence of a quantum confinement effect. An empirical
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formula has been deduced for the relation between Eg and the diamondoid size. It turns out
that the Eg value decreases exponentially with the increase of diamondoid size, governed by
a second order exponential formula
Eg = 15.0exp(−1.45R) + 1.48exp(−0.05R) + 6.01

(4.11)

With this empirical formula, a fitted line for Eg as the function of diamondoid size has
been obtained, shown in Figure 4.7(B). One can notice that the gap energy of diamondoids
show a slow convergence with respect to the size of the system. The quantum confinement
effect does not disappear even after 25nm, which is much larger than those sizes reported
in previous studies.109, 110, 113, 116, 117

Figure 4.8: Computed wavefunction of HOMO and LUMO for Si10 (A), Si12 (B), and Si18
(C) at B3LYP/lanl2dz level.
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Figure 4.9: Size dependent HOMO and LUMO (A), energy gap (Eg ) between HOMO and
LUMO (B) of Si nanoparticles. Results labeled with square dots are from GAUSSIAN03,
while with star dots are from CIS calculations. (C) Previous experimental122–126 and theoretical119, 127–129 results for Eg (Copied from Ref. [119]).

4.3.3

Si Nanoparticles

The importance of Silicon and Germanium nanocrystals can not be underestimated, since
they have been the core materials for semiconductor industry. Quantum confinement effects
in nano-scale Si and Ge systems have been of central focus for many experimental and
theoretical studies in the last decade.118–120, 122–130 Simulations of Si and Ge nanoparticles
are even more difficult than that for diamondoids, considering the enormous number of
electrons involved. We will show here that with the CIS method, it becomes possible to
study Si and Ge nanoparticles with considerably large sizes at the first principles levels.
Si nanoparticles under investigations have the spherical diamond structure with hydrogen
termination, as shown schematically in Figure 4.8. The same labeling procedure as that for
diamondoids has been used for the Si-clusters. The size of the Si-cluster follows the relation
R = (n − 1) ∗ 0.382 nm, where n is the number of inner Si layers. Small clusters, like Si4,
Si6, Si8, and Si10, are calculated using the Gaussian03 program at the B3LYP/lanl2dz level.
The computed wavefunctions for HOMO and LUMO of Si10 (3.4nm) are plotted in Figure
4.8(A). It is found that both orbitals are mainly localized inside the core of the cluster,
which is consistent with previous findings.113, 121 Based on the electronic structure of Si10,
the CIS method has been applied to study larger clusters, Si12, Si14, Si16, and Si18. The
largest cluster, Si18, is 6.5 nm in diameter and consists of 4313 silicon atoms. The computed
wavefunctions for HOMO and LUMO of Si12 and Si18 are shown in Figure 4.8 (B) and (C),
respectively, which are consistent with those of Si10, indicating that these gap orbitals are
always confined within the core of the cluster.
Size dependent energies of HOMO and LUMO for Si clusters are given in Figure 4.8(A). It
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seems like that both HOMO and LUMO orbiatls are converged when the system size goes
beyond 5 nm. The energy gap between HOMO and LUMO (Eg ) has also been plotted as
the function of system size in Figure 4.8 (B). It decreases from 5.33 eV at 1.1 nm to 2.59
eV at 6.5 nm. Our calculated energy gaps are found to be consistent with previous reported
experimental122–126 and theoretical119, 127–130 results, see Figure 4.8(B, C) for comparison.
At the size of 6.5nm, the energy gap has not converged completely, although the change of
energy gap gets smaller for bigger clusters. The final conclusion about the convergence of
gap energy will be obtained from calculations of even larger Si nanoparticles which are in
progress. Moreover, the same approach has been applied to Ge nanoparticles, and similar
theoretical results have been obtained.
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